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The Sounds Of Nyc
Corey Crowder

I got really fed up with not being able to see the chords and the lyrics at the
same time. 
So here s the chord progression and my first try ever doing this. 
Let me know if you have any corrections! 
-EMayberg
---------------------
THE SOUNDS OF NYC 
Corey CROWDER
Standard Tuning: EADGBE
---------------------
Chords:
Em7   022033
Am    002210
G     320033  (or 320001 whichever you prefer)
D     000231
C     032010
Cadd9 032030  (sounds fine with 032033 as well)
----------------------

Intro:     Em7  Am  G  D 
(He hammers on that high E a lot so that shouldn t be too difficult to do)

Verse 1:

Em7                         Am
Without a sound the streets beneath her,
      G                     D
push aside to show us whats below
Em7                         Am
And the shocks subside shortly after,
      G                     D
Was she alive? Only time can know.

Bridge:

Cadd9
But you cant relive the past (can t relive the past)

Chorus:

      G               Cadd9
She is stuck in the city lights
  Am                C             D  
Taking a chance on reliving those nights
      G            Cadd9
She s stuck in the city lights
    Am                        C          D



Just waiting for something to finally to turn out right

Verse 2:
Em7                      Am
The way the wind carried on
G                     D
The thousand conversations that it had beneath it
Em7                                 Am  
It shocked our lips and chilled our bones
          G                        D
She got a glimpse of what she left behind

Bridge:

Cadd9
But you cant relive the past (can t relive the past)

*((Chorus))*

C                         G
Who can think the time it started turning (started turning)
C                         G
And who can find out why shes not returning (not returning)
C                         G
I can t find a trace of what she s missing (what she s missing)
C                         D
She may be decide to be...forever

*((Chorus))*


